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Questions nttd Conclunion

A ii.ii vow issue is involved in this case: whether air.ployM
of the Surrey Hoard of School Trustees should bo allowad to
draw on their 1 * ■ * 4  Jlatcd sick leave benefits when absent

:n employment for sick •ss, mental or physical, caused by
or aggravated by pregnancy. The case raises fundamental 
questions of broad scope relating to the protections provide 
to won .on by the Human Rights Code of British Columbia (the 
"Rights Code").

parties to the case have submitted a written statement
setting out the facts and the to be

erminec. The five paragraphs describing the facts are 
set out below:

1. tion 129A of the Public Schools Act, R.S.B.C. 19C0.
Ch. 3]9 reads follows:

129A. A l>oard shall, in accordance with the 
regulations, and may, in its discretion, 
grant leave of absence to a teacher

(a) without pay for a stated period of tine;

(c)

or

(b) with pay for a stated period of ti
exceeding six months; or

not

w prior approval of the Lieutenant» 
in Council, with pay for a stated 

period in excess of six months

for the purpose of professional improvement,
maternity, or for any other purpose acceptable 
to the Board.

2# Section 132 of tho Public Schools Act, R.S.B.C. 19C0
Ch. 319 reads fo i lO W B  I

J32. If a teacher ir» absent from his duties 
t o r  rsason of illiious or unavoidable quarantine 
and naii, if the hoaicl so regni rod, presented 
a certificate signed by a duly qualified



medical practitioner to that affect» the Board 
•hall allow him full pay for the number of daye 
of such absence that is equivalent to ono and

half timt'fi the number of months taught
• I . t ■ *  . « ^

Cf

by him in the service of the Hoard after the 
Hirst d%iy of April, 1968, and full pay for the 
number of days of such absence equivalent to 
the number of months taught by him in 
of the Board prior to the first day of April /
1969, less the number of days during which the 
teacher has been absent for either or both of 
those reasons and for which the Board has 
previously allowed and paid full pay, but the 
number of days for which a teacher may be allowed 
full pay under this section in any one school-year 
shall not exceed one hundred and

3* It is agreed that normal maternity leave is not. covered
by Section 132 aforesc*id.

4

4. It is the policy of the Respondent Board of School Trustee
School District No. 36 (Surrey) to allow employee

to take advantage of their accumulated sick leave 
benefits for all forms of physical or mental illness so 
certified by a duly qualified practitioner save and

ysical or 
aggravated by pregnancy

tal or

5. It is the policy of the Respondent Board of School Trur.
of School District No. 36 to ' any employee
teacher the right to draw on accumulated sick leave benefits
when the Respondent is advised that the oyce's illness.

\ i
w V ical or mental, which occasions the absence

is caused or aggravated by pregnancy.

^ 8  t question is whether the respondent1s policy
dq^inst employee teachers by reason of

I
sex.

does not. The second question is whet 
policy discriminates against employee teachers without 

reasonable cause contrary to section 0 of the nights 
^ ®P&giude that it does.

er
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Di scusa

a. Proononcy
I imply no cr C* W 9* th<f* pa)tien in this cane or of t Jv.ir
ecunso 1 iii observing that the fact**s a
they have brought be fore the board of in<

pregnancy which
arc extremely

sparse. In addition to aqrcoing to the stated facts quoted
above, 2 *O1 agreed that pregnancy not ¿i sickness.
Counsel also explained that the respondent permits pregnant 
women to draw on sick leave benefits for sicknesses and 
injuries which arc not pregnancy-related. However the parties

not to present the sort of medical and statistical
evidence about pregnancy "hich one sometimes s s in cases
of this hi » * The result is that I, as sole member of the
board of inquiry, must rely on my understanding of pregnancy
uneducated by testimony adduced by the parties. Some of

icial decisions presented the pur of legal
argument contained helpful and interesting discussions of
pregnancy One of the iss about pregnancy is voluntariness.
Because some women become pregnant only when want to

ny e think of pregnancy as entirely a voluntary condition
ent rules are drawn accordingly. A I i arguments against

this 
a di

arc *
% *

L U  1 i i in an rican
ili ty plan.1 1 n s *

W  4  J I g >c propositi
concerning

at• -  •

pregnancy is not necessarily voluntary, the court *

religious convictions and r  *t s of lion ay a
court stated that there is no 100% sure method of contraception

short of surgery. * r e s r> *
ri** « * to the fairness of

excluding pregnancy benefits from the disability plan in quest 
the court noted that benefits under the plan were available 
f : disabilities arising from a great variety of voluntary 
activities such as skiing, smoking and drinking intoxicating

■ #

-rages. On the othox* hand, another American ca » ^ quoted

Ì . yotzol v Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.. 511 F.2d 199, 
« pTBWT^para, ** - s



an ion lottar of tha general l u • no 1 of the Hqi al
Knployment Opportunity Commission approving a group Insurance
program which excluded from a long-term salary continuation
program disabilities resulting from pregnancy by stating that 
the Commission
illness or injury with tha treatment of maternity since "maternity

5 not compare an empioyer's treatment of

is s temporary disability unique to the female i and more or
less to be anticipated during the working life of most women

»I 2

In that same ca the American Supreme Court* referred to
findings by the trial court that pregnancy is disabling for 
a period of six to eight weeks, that i t 10% of
pregnancies are terminated by miscarriage which is disabling
and that approximately 10 v of pregnancies are complicated 
by dis es which may lead to additional disability. That

evidence which demonstrated that,court also received
even without coverage for pregnancy-related sickness, the 

t of the medical plan per female employee was at least 
as high as the cost per male employee. Though evidence about 
pregnancy would have deepened, my understandino of the issue;
at the heart of this proceeding, I repeat my observation

: in to a minimum t/.•; evidence in this case, the 
no disservice to themselves or to me

b Sox Discrimination
legal issue* is whether the respondent's policy

con s m

sex discrimination as
o i i ie high vs Code W WMB

iibited by section 8 
with the argument that

rules are sex discrimination rules is one of plain
meaning.
basis of sex

• I No pc i f.on sballi discriminate on the
it not suggest pregnancy Thai quoted sentence

means to most that ;;l not disi inquisii between
lu.ile and female. It does not suggest that the pr P i ■



A
to the distinction between females who Arc p r iQ n in t  

fena1rs who arc not pregnant. Mr. Vicke rs ne
bridge this gap in two ways, by a functional argument and 
by reference to nthorJtv. In a letter submitted to the 
hearing, Mr. Vickers makes the functional

sons :
rt very r ee f ul

Women should not be granted equal treatment in 
work force only on the condition of and at 

the price of denying their role as mothers. If 
only the woman who never becomes pregnant is 
treated equally, then women as a class have been

their full humanity, their right to choose 
to fill their biological role of growing the next 
generation. It is the same as saying to women - 
if you want to be equal, then you must be the same 
as men and not have babies. That is not enual

L and equal respect for every person 
ess of sex. If women who are pregnant are 

not to be treated as full and equal human brings,
as a class are not equal and are on an 

i n  or footing in the woik force.

Historically, discrimination on the basis of pregnancy
has been a common feature in the work force. Women
who were pregnant were required to cease teaching
once their condition "showed1*. Refusal to hire
women on the basis that they might become pregnant
has been and continues to be a not uncommon

nee for women. Women have been and continue 
to be fi from their jobs once their employer learns 
that they are pregnant. Discrimination against women 
because they may become or because they are pregnant 
is an ongoing fear and burden for women. The effects 
of pregnancy diccrimination on women is not an 
abstract, theoretical, hypothetical concept; it 
is real-life experience. The purpose of the Human

Code is to deal with problems of discrimination 
in a real-life, practical manner and not in an 
abstract, theoretical, conceptual manner. The latter 
would be a hollow achievement for working women.
In summary, women 
inextricably 1
o' ‘
to choose to become motho

a class and pregnancy are 
as part of the biological system

should have the freedom
or i mj trofl ) without beino penalized 

as persons with less
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l’rot‘*ctions in the work form.
i!ili Ii*iai<and10?90in9 fact ig that there *•j. scrimin«'tion in the work force
directod towards women on the basis of pregnancy. 
It is substantial and continuing.

complainant, I submit that this type oi 
ciscrinunation, directed against women as a 
class can only in the result be di 
on the basis of sex.

On behalf of

a on

I do not do full justice to Mr. Vickers' argument by
ancy iscompressing it to the statement that

^sence of womanhood and that therefore it is artificial 
to treat "pregnant" as other than an expression of being

very

tfr. Vickers supports his position by reference
a number of cas in the American
cases dis •ussed at the hearing and in 

tly, Mr. Vickers demons

courts. in the
terial filed

that in the United
no fewer than eighteen Federal district courts and 

&ev*n Federal appeal courts which have considered the 
issue have held that discrimination against pregnant women 
violates the prohibition against sex discriminati
Civil Rights Act, 1964, as I ■nded.3

in the
Most of those

] /

3. Conmunications Workers v Ameri T & T Co.,
9 ETO para. 10,035 (2d Cir. 1975); *

i son v Lake Osweuo School 
10 EPdT para. 10,325 (

si, Ko. 7

F . 2d

Farkas v South Western City School District, 506 P,2d 
1400, 9 EPD, para. 10,007 (6th Cir. 1974);

i Civ. 1975) ; 9 F.2d 961

Wetze] v
9 EPD para.

1 Insuranco 
( JcTCir. 19 75).

511 F.2d 199,

and House of Representatives, 95th Congress, 2d Session 
Report No. 95-940, "Prohibition of Sex Discrimination '

on Pregnancy", March 13, 197C.
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o American law
■ ■ ■ M K

»  W  4 a curious turn in Nashville Gas
pany v S T caso involved an eroployment ru"c whic!

preç t to take a nate maternity
leave and which deprived such employees of their accumulated 
job seniority on their return to work. The Court held that 
that rule violated the se>: discrimination prohibitions of 
the Civil Rights Act, 12G4. It distinguished the General
h n c  c on ground that Satty involved the creation

4

5

citation in note 2. Though the Supi*eme Court
and the Court of Appeal in General Electric both use
the expression "pregnancy-related disabilities", 
theie are passages in t
the employees nay have been seeking to have the 
dicability resulting from normal pregnancy treated 
as a disability under the sickness pían. The Appeal 
Court decision is reported at Gilbert v General Elec 
10 EPD para. 3 0,269 (4th Cir. 1975T:-------- --------
417 U.S. j484 (1974 ) .

ac

C constitutional language being interpre 
ecual protection clause of the Fourteen 

, in relevant part provides "No State 
to any person within its juri 
protection of the laws."*

ted was 
th Amendmen 
shall.•.

ion

t

7 54 L.Ed. 2d. 356 (1977).

*
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of burden lc General Electric involved the denial of
in the House Committeea benefit. To clar fy the situati

on Education and Labor has submitted an
Civil Rights Act which will prohibit discri 
on pr

andmnnt to the
a

ancy, child bir^ h or related nodical conditions. f t

The only court decision in Canada of which I am aware 
dealing with this issue is the decision of the Federal Court
of Appeal in Attorno of Canada v Stella Blis 9
Jn holding that the provisions of the Unemployment Insurance 
Act relating to benefits for pregnant, former employees do 
not violate the sex discrimination protections of section 1(b) 
of the Canadian Bill of Rights, Pratte, J. states emphatically

o * ' ial rules about pregnancy do not constitute
discrimination on the basis of sex.^

The Amori i ses and the Federal Court decisi discussed
above do not, of course, purport to be authoritative
interpretations of the Rights 'ode. One important distinction
jt that the Rights Code contains the doctrine of reasonable

whereas the decisi ect to discussion w
pregnant women by reference to

standards of sex discriminati and equal protection. But
inso as the Generai trie and Bliss cases decide that
the denial of the benefits there involved does not constitute
sex discrimination, I agree with those decision

women c¿in wo
8 different women in different ways, 
t some jobs up to mere hours before the

time of dc ivory. f,orO  t,*  V*

function in employment situations aft l rst
of prpqnancy.

V  j * »

it very difficult to
months

I some women are indifferent to the

R eoe citation in noto 3. 
A-121-77 (June 2, 1977).
pp.7374.
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veil~bciing of iho foot ny women have strong fooling*
of responsibility for their unborn child and adopt standard* 
of physical conduct designed to «void any type of collision
or fall which miciht result injury to it So ä pregnant
woman's willingness and ability to pursue her normal
rccieationul and employment act iviti WPnd very much
on the individual woman and * ■ the individual
situation. Mr. Vickers argued that the purpose of the Rights
Code is that employment-related isions should become
sex-blind. Whether deci s should become *?x-blind depends
» «an vaev the issue involved in the individual situation.
If pregnancy is equated with sex, then some curious and 
unfortunate results can arise. For example, there is a general
rule o law that an employer may discipline
(and in some circumstances dismiss) an employee for refusal
to obey instructions given within the course of employment. 
I think that it would be wrong to discipline an 8-month
pregnant firefighter for refusal to en a burning building

it would be 3 to discipline an 8-month pregnant ski
m
on

fusing to lead the Canadian National Ski Team
downhill coui. w  w If one concludes that pregnancy is sex,

then one can never have a special rule for pregnant e *

The community's approach to and rules about pregnancy are 
undergoing change. For a number of years many industries
imposed ternity leaves on In some industries these
rules constituted the classic type of discrimination which
the Rights Code is designed to prevent, namely decision-making 
about employees by class and without regard to the individual
cap * lity of mcinbcrs of the cl t j I. Now most employers are
attempting to deal with pregnant employees on a more individual
and s isticated basis. Different types of maternity leave
are being made available* Employers with health and disability

sns ere creating different foeturee for pregnant women. 
Most of the employers aro motivated, at least in part» bj



Thi Riyhti Code Is a itetute whose 
is to bring obont equality. It is not n device to

iitional remuneration and benefits for employees
can expect to ; < ■ a variety of programs soma of which 
will create

purpose
r t oh

We

some oi which will deny maternity leave, 
porno of which will provide for pregnancy-related sickness 
and some of which will not. Seniority rights will be
affected in different ways. Some of these rules will be
good, some will be bad. Few will be

r can
from the outset

to approach perfection as they are 
subjected to the hard thinking of the bargaining process 
and the continuing presence of the Rights Code and the 
activity of uhe Director and her staff. The situation

Complicated situations call for complicated
the legitimate rights of 

pregnant women by adoption of sex discrimination standards

icat
resolutions. Trying to protect

is like trying to perform brain surgery with a garden trowel

c. Le
As I have indicated above, T conclude that the complainant 
in this case should prevai' because the policy of the
respondent violates the reasonable cau provisions of
section 8 of the Rights Code. There are three thresholds 
which must bo crossed.before a claimant can succeed under 
the reasonable cause provisions: the first is whether
a complainant under section 8(1) of the Rights Code

if he does t within the ific categories
such c\s race, religion, sex, etc. which are referred to
in section 8(2); the second is whether, ass * ng that
reasonable ca ; can include persons An categories oti
than those in f>(2), 
areas of protection and
women a i a entitled to the
it is a

is one of the additional
third is whether, if pregnant 
Is Code protections at all.

to give the complainants in t he
-So threo q Z «J

examined in order.



t * %* Thompson # counsel for the respondent , put in issue 
the question whether the reasonable cause protection of 
section 1 (1) can apply if the complainant is not in
one of those categories listed in section 8 (2) Though
some support may be found in his proposition in the
r ea: s for judgment of Robertson, J.A. 
Sun and Gay Alliance Toward Equality,11

plainants v/ho do not fall with

Re Vancouver
I conclude

Í f
0 (2) cateaories claim the reasonable cause protectio: A k

of section 8(1). ]n my view this conclusion is
compelled by the reasons for nt of llutcheon, J
»
i n Daniel burns v United Associati
Journeyman of the Plumbing and Pipcfittin T

of
ndustry,

Local 170 and Piping Industry Apprenticeship Board. 
Further support for the proposition can be found in

12

dicta of Kirkc Smith, J. in the 13rrson * case.
se i^ia: decisions support the decisions of nine

boards of inquiry established under the Rights Code 
v/hich had concluded that the reasonable cause protections 
in sections 3, 8 and 9 extended beyond the protected

in ;ections 3(2), 8(2) and 9(2) respect ive

1s pregnancy a status protected by the concept of
ancy is onecause in section 8 (1)? 

dit ions where there has beenof those
conduct by v/hich employers made broad

i 1.  ^ of
tegorizatioi Ì L>

without regard to individual circumstances. Many employer

77 D.L.R. ( 487 (1977)

Complaint Mo. A770816, Vancouver Kegistry, unreported

I v i â Rlcha rd Jo ffp rson v Gooroo 
Col umlua l’crrloa Serviced Con.pfa
Vancouver Keyiutry, umeported.

Baldwin and Bri ti«h
n t No• C 7G 5
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developed rules requiring pregnant women to atop work 
and to lose various other benefits in addition to 
present salary as a result of pregnancy and notwithstanding
the effect of that pregnancy on that particular woman
That situation presented a classic se of what human 
rights legislation is all about. At the core of human 
rights legislation is the belief that people should
be treated on their own merits and

■

process that bee
not by a categorization 

no relationship to the employment 
decision at hand. That pregnancy is seen as a human
r l s issue is strated by the American and
legislative material referred to above and by cases 
in Canada such as Bliss referred to above
case in:
an

flight attendants. In the Kroff
and the Cull

15 JflH
li

H e r  decision of a board of inquiry constituted 
under «-he Rights Code« the board held that a pregnant 
employee was entitled to Rights Code protection. I 
was a member of the board of inquiry in the Kroff case 
and believe that it was rightly decided.
that pregnant women should bo
Ctus6 protections established in sect
Rights Code.

1 conclude
titled to the reasonable

8 (1; of the

li.
1 'P r^ f ic Airlines Ltd•» (1977)* /  ̂ • CeSeC* i97G). The complainants
in both cases were unsuccessful. Bliss has been
f t r S i 5 5 / 5 2 2 ' d i y  the cî * e l d  tha?
i T . u b ! L ? f «  Canadian Pacific Airlines Ltd.is subject to federal jurisdiction.
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3 T'ii. I ink«'.*; ne to the question whether the feature of
pregnancy presented in this case is one which deserves 
ititutory protection. As I have indicated above« pregnane] 
creates problems in a nur\ber of different employment
contexts One can well imagi) situations where disparate
treatment of pregnant women might not violate Rights Code 
protections. For example« given the conflicting expressions 
on the extort to which pregnancy is a voluntary condition, 
a board night well decide that an income protection plan
designed to ensure against disability iulting from

■ Isic.tness should not apply to benefits during maternity 
leave for a normal pregnancy uncomplicated by sickness. 
There are, of course, decisions to the contrary in which
courts and tribunals have held that pregnancy is a
disability. In the before me, however, I am not faced
with that argument. Here it is conceded that pregnancy
is not a sickness The only issue is whether it is
reasonable to exclude from the sickness protection 
provisions sickness which is pregnemcy-related. In some 
circumstances it may be reasonable to exclude

from a health protection plan. However, in this 
Ctise 1 was not presented with any analysis demonstrating 
v/hat pregnancy-related illnesses should bo excluded, other 
than an argument based on the language of the Public Schools

The two *ions are and 129A. There is nothing
in sect on 132 that states that pregnancy-related illness
m

s
illnes c*

cetion 132 deals wit), illness but does not treat any 
illness in any way different from any other illness. 
Sootion 129A does not deal with illness. It deals with 
other types of i save of absence, one of which is maternity 
Accordingly, it does not require the treatment of
pregnancy-related illness adopted by the respondents*
Sosd separately, the two sections do not comp
imply the interpretation reached by tho respondents*

*

f tt or i*voi
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F a when I read them I conoludo that
t WO rtiomi bri about this conclusion It

is apparent that the respondent has taken the view 
that pregnancy-related illness« deriving as it does from
maternity, is a section 129A feature not to be
by the medical plan but to be covered os a medical benefit 
Though it can be argued that pregnancy-related illnesses
should be covered, if covered at all, by maternity 
benefit provisions, I do not believe that that ana
is appropriate in interpreting the Public Schools Act.
1 note wi a number of labour arbi •  __ion
cases the boards have not related pregnancy-related
illnesses back to i *rnity benefits but have considered
it more appropriate to treat them under the sickness

of the income protection plans.

In summary, I conclude that the policy of the respondent 
Board of School Trustees to deny employee teachers to w
on accumulated sxck leave benefits when absence is caused or 
aggravated by pregnancy discriminates against employee
without reasonable cause in contravention of 
the Rights Code.

ion 8 of

1C Re Hotel Pieu of St. 
fintarlo Nurses Ass

“To'' SÏÏoâTT
Joseph H03pita1 (London) and 

ô n 7 T T ‘'/G) , 15 L.A.C. (2d. )

t o
m of Educai ioit

H e
and Ontario Secondary

(W«ni t hen
Jeachers > operation ft ‘*7 7) . " I I T l . a  r (2d) 1
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ROBERT J. BOWMAN, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY 
AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS, SCHOOL DISTRICT

BOARD OF SCHOOL TRUSTEES, SCHOOL 
DISTRICT NO. 3'- (SURREY)

RESPONDENTS
DIRECTOR, HUMAN RIGHTS CODE, a party 
pursuant to Section 1G(3) of the HUMAN 
RIGHTS CODE OF ERIT1SH COLUMBIA

O R D E R

IT IS HEREBY ORDEP.FD that the Board of School Trus of
School District Ho. 36 tlSchool Board"), ceas
to contravene section 8 (1) of the Human Rights Cods and

from committing the same or a similar contravention 
to that which has been established, namely denying employee 
teachcis the rijht to draw on accumulated sick leave benefit 
when the School Board is advised that the employee's illness 
whether physical or mental, which occasions the absence
i  s ca d or aggravated by pregnancy.

may r. t o

*
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